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TRAINING:
MODELING IN TAX-PI



Modeling in Tax-PI: Overview

 Budget calibration

 Economic drivers of revenue, expenditures

 Interaction between the budget and the economy

 Balanced budget

 Unbalanced budget

 Modeling in Tax-PI

 Analysis of incentives

 Budget forecasting

 Dynamic fiscal notes



Budget Calibration



Budget Calibration: Economic
Drivers

 Expenditures and 
revenues get driven by 
logical indicators



Budget Calibration: Associated
Policy Variables

 Budget changes will be 
reflected by policy 
variable changes in the 
model



Budget Calibration: Balanced
Budget

 Expenditures Determined 
by Revenues
 Pooled general fund

 Funds for specific uses
 State highway fund

 Death Taxes

 Expenditures Determined 
by Demand
 Adjusting for surplus or 

deficit
 Does revenue or expenditure 

get adjusted?

 Which categories get adjusted?



Budget Calibration: Expenditures
Determined by Demand

 Without a balanced budget

 Expenditures determined 
by demand shows 
forecasted expenditure 
needs



Budget Calibration: Expeditures
Determined by Demand



Modeling in Tax-PI

 Analysis of Incentives

 Big River Steel

 Budget Forecasting

 Amazon HQ2 example

 Dynamic Fiscal Notes

 Utah Manufacturing Equipment Sales Tax Exemption



Modeling in Tax-PI: Analysis
of Incentives

 Big River Steel

 Modeling project

 Estimating incentive 
amount

 Economic impact

 Fiscal impact

 Economic “return on 
investment”



Modeling in Tax-PI: Budget 
Forecasting

 Amazon HQ2 
example: what to 
expect from a new 
development

 Jobs and 
consumption increase 
revenues

 Increased population 
necessitates larger 
expenditures



Modeling in Tax-PI: Dynamic
Fiscal Notes

 Static Fiscal Note

 Direct revenue and 
expenditure impacts

 Dynamic Fiscal Note

 Effect of economic 
response on budget

 Budget feedback 
effect on economy



Modeling in Tax-PI

 Important Considerations

 What assumptions are made about both the budget 
and about the components of a simulation

 The way the unique characteristics of a state budget 
affect growth

 The way the budget dynamically interacts with the 
economy


